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QUESTION ONE (30 MARKS) 

a) Write down simple algorithms to implement a stack.  Use comments to explain each line of 
code.  (6 marks)  

b) State FIVE different traits that are termed as desirable when dealing with algorithms for data 
structures.  (5 marks)   

c) State the differences between linked list and queue structures.  (7 marks)  

d) Explain three features of recursive program.  (3 marks)  

e) Assume you have two data structures, a stack and a queue.  Each data structure has an add 
operation to add an element and a remove operation to remove an element.  Assume the 
following sequence of operations is performed on both data structures in parallel:   

add (3);remove();add (6); add (4); add (5); remove (); add (1); add (9); remove (); remove (); 
add (2); remove (); remove ().   

For every remove operation, state the value that is taken out of each of the data structures.  
 (9 marks)  

QUESTION TWO  

a) Write a C program to implement a FIFO stack which allocates space dynamically.  The size 
of the stack should increase dynamically with ease with each push operator and decrease with 
each pop operation.  (8 marks)  

b) The list is a flexible abstract data type.  Explain why it is most suitable for sequential 
processing and why it is not suitable for random access to elements.  (4 marks)  



c) The LIFO algorithm is used in the stack to POP and PUSH elements. Explain how the 
algorithm works within the stack.  (4 marks)  

d) Give the advantage of a Linked List, as compared to an array.  (4 marks)  

 

QUESTION THREE  

a) A data type essentially characterizes the set of values to which a constant belongs, or which 
can be assumed by a variable or expression, or which can be generated by a function.  In this 
context differentiate between Primitive, composite and Abstract data type giving examples of 
their application.  (8 marks)  

b) Divide-and-conquer is a top-down technique for designing algorithms that consist of dividing 
the problem into smaller sub problems hoping that the solutions of the sub problems are 
easier to find and then composing the partial solutions into the solution of the original 
problem.  Discuss the major phases of a divide and conquer algorithm.  (6 marks) 

c) Give all orders of traversal for following binary tree.  (6 marks)  

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 QUESTION FOUR  

a) Using an example of your choice clearly show the insertion and deletion if a node in your 
already existing singly linked list.  Make sure your work shows the physical representation of 
a linked list and the pseudo code for insertion and deletion.  (8 marks)  

b) There are diverse ways of storing graphs in a computer system.  The data structure used 
depends on both the graph structure and the algorithm used for manipulating the graph.  
Distinguish between the graph traversal algorithms used in graph.  (6 marks) 

c) A programmer is wondering which sort algorithm to use in their program and has just asked 
you about the speed difference between a sort function which uses the insertion sort 
algorithm and which uses quick sort algorithm briefly document your answer using suitable 
examples to illustrate the difference.  (6 marks)  
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QUESTION FIVE  

a) Large amounts of data made up of several records used as input or reference data to various 
computer process, must be constantly retrieved using some search criterion.  Briefly expound 
on the Binary search and Linear search, noting their distinctive attributes.  (8 marks)  

b) Discuss three reasons why you would choose linked list over array.  (6 marks)  

c) Discuss four applications of STACK data structure.  (6 marks)   


